UNDERNEATH IT ALL

Words and Music by DAVID A. STEWART and GWEN STEFANI

Moderate Reggae

E          F\#m/C#          E          F\#m/C#
\n\nIt's times when I want someone more, someone more like me.

E          F\#m/C#          E          F\#m/C#
\nand there's times when this dress rehearsal seems incomplete, but
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you see the colors in me like no one else
you give me the most gorgeous sleep that I've ever had.

(locust)...

and behind your dark glasses you're, you're something else.
and when it's really bad, I guess it's not that bad.

And you're really lovely underneath it all,

8vb throughout

and you want to love me underneath it all.
I'm really lucky underneath it all,

and you're really lovely.

You know some real bad tricks and you need some discipline,

but lately you've been trying real hard and giving me your best, and
It's so many moons that we have seen,
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and you make me better.
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better better better.

For
real, 'cause under - neath it all, you are my real Prince Charm - ing. Like the

heat from the fi - re you were al - ways burn - ing. An - y - time you're a - round my bod - y keeps call - ing for your

touch, your kiss - es and your sweet ro - man - cing. There's an - oth - er side of you a - dis a - wo - man here a - dore. A-

side from your tem - per ev - ry - thing else se - cure. You're good for me, ba - by; of that I'm sure, 'cause

(8vb cont'd)
over and over again I want more. You've used up all your coupons and
all you've got left is me, and somehow I'm full of forgiveness; I

guess it's meant to be.

But you're really lovely underneath it all,
and you want to love me underneath it all.

I'm really lucky underneath it all.

8vb to end

and you're really lovely.

You're really lovely underneath it all.
and you want to love me underneath it all.

And I really love you underneath it all,

and you're really lovely.

Mm mm mm underneath it all.

Play 4 times